DAIRY ARTS CENTER PRESENTS
Happy Place
Adam Cayton-Holland
JULY 9, 7:30 PM
Loosely based off of his memoir, “Tragedy Plus Time,” Happy Place is the new one-man show from acclaimed comedian Adam Cayton-Holland that deals with suicide, mental illness, stand-up comedy, and Nancy Kerrigan.

“'Tragedy Plus Time' absolutely gutted me—then it filled me with hope. I hate that Adam has this story to tell, but he tells it so beautifully.” – Tig Notaro

Boulder Environmental / Nature / Outdoors Film Festival
JULY 10 - 13
For four days, we combine environmental, nature, and outdoor films, discussions with our audience, a “green carpet” gala to open, and other fun gatherings. A Q&A follows each film with experts, community members, and special guests. Enjoy a stimulating green weekend!

CENTERSTAGE’S TAPESTRY THEATRE COMPANY:
Shrek The Musical, JR.
JULY 12 - 16
Everyone’s favorite ogre is back in this hilarious stage spectacle, based on the Oscar-winning smash hit film and outrageous Broadway musical. Part romance and part twisted fairy tale, Shrek Jr. is an irreverently fun show with a powerful message for the whole family.

CenterStage’s Tapestry Theatre is an all-abilities theater company that embraces the diversity of area actors, offering all an opportunity to shine as performers. Tapestry casts actors with special needs in lead roles, and peer actors as understudies to create a shared theatrical performance.

ART WORKSHOP:
Posada Printmaking
The Art of Protest
JULY 13, 10:00 AM
What is the art of protest and why is it important? Discover political satire through prints created by Jose Guadalupe Posada. Students learn how satirical images can spark protest or social critique and will be tasked with creating their own satirical print focused on a current issue.

Recommended for 5th Grade + Up / ALL AGES WELCOME
Cultural Art Workshops are presented by Museo De Las Americas (in conjunction with the concurrent Dairy exhibit entitled ‘Behind a Mask: Imagine!’)

ART WORKSHOP:
Frida Kahlo
Queen of the Selfie
JULY 13, 11:15 AM
Frida mastered the art of the “selfie” long before smartphones were invented. She fearlessly expressed her passions, fears, pain, joy, and life through her self-portraits. Students will discover Frida Kahlo’s reality through her self-portraits, and then they will make one of their own. Recommended for 5th Grade + Up / ALL AGES WELCOME
Cultural Art Workshops are presented by Museo De Las Americas (in conjunction with the concurrent Dairy exhibit entitled ‘Behind a Mask: Imagine!’)

AIGA COLORADO:
Rams
JULY 14, 7:00 PM
Rams is the new documentary film from Gary Hustwit (Helvetica, Objectified, Urbanized) about legendary designer Dieter Rams. For over 50 years, Rams has left an indelible mark on the field
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of product design with his iconic work at Braun and Vitsoe, and his influence on Apple. At 86 years old, why does he now regret being a designer? Rams is a design documentary, but it’s also a rumination on consumerism, sustainability, and how technology is changing human behavior. “To quantify his impact, you need only look at the millions of Apple products in our pockets.” —Fast Company

To quantify his impact, you need only look at the millions of Apple products in our pockets. —Fast Company

**Cats purrformed the half-time honors!**

national TV shows like the 2018 Puppy-Tuna and the Rock Cats! Featured on the only all-cat band in the entire world through hoops, and more! The finale is on balls, riding skateboards, jumping talented domesticated house cats rolling and the Rock Cats are a troupe of touring The Amazing Acro-cats Featuring Tuna

**JULY 16 - 19**

The Amazing Acro-cats Featuring Tuna and the Rock Cats are a troupe of touring performing house cats. This one-of-a-kind, two-hour long purformance features talented domesticated house cats rolling on balls, riding skateboards, jumping through hoops, and more! The finale is the only all-cat band in the entire world - Tuna and the Rock Cats! Featured on national TV shows like the 2018 Puppy Bowl on Animal Planet, Tuna and the Rock Cats purrformed the half-time honors!

**CIRCUS FOUNDRY:**

**Sonder**

**JULY 20 - 21**

Come experience the excitement of daring acrobatics, impressive aerial feats, and compassionate relatable storytelling. Dive into our characters as they realize that each individual is living a life as vivid and complex as their own. A show about overcoming perceptions to build relationships.

**PARKLAND SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS:**

**Honk! JR.**

**AUGUST 3 - 4**

Join Parkland for this heartwarming celebration of being different: Ugly looks quite a bit different from his darling duckling brothers and sisters. The other animals on the farm are quick to notice and point this out, despite his mother's protective flapping. Feeling rather foul about himself, the little fowl finds himself on an adventure of self-discovery, all the while unknowingly outwitting a very hungry Cat. Along the way, Ugly meets a whole flock of unique characters and finds out being different is not a bad thing to be.